《TOURMALINGO》 Voice of customer
- Over 10,000 experiences validate effect!ー

1. Feeling positive! -Spiritual changeCase.1 I spend too much time to use computer from September, and feel it is really hard work for me.
Then, I rememberdthat Ihave a TOURMALINGO, and put it on side of my PC. Surprisingly, I
started to feel much better. I put another one in my room. I gave TOURMALINGO to my
colleagues, and we think it is great for relaxing. I have been thinking "Red one might be good 38 years old woman lived in Tokyo
for my workplace"
Case.2 I got TOURMALINGO, and Isaid "it will clean the electromagnetic waves" to my family, putting
it on TV in the living room. MY father, who is always awake watchingTV until midnight, was
sleeping at around 10 o'clock on that day. He looks cute when he is asleep. Since got
Pen name: Turtle princess
TOURMALINGO, I able to communicate with my family and spend much time with them.
Case.3 I started feel better and settle down since I gotTOURMALINGO.

62 years old woman lived in Tokyo

Case.4 I am a big fan of TOURMALINGO! I found it in the store, and I felt "How cute it is! But what is
Anonymous
it?" because it contains wave energy in it. I started to feel better since opened it. I bought
another one for my older sister.
Case.5 Since I put TOURMALINGO in each room, my family relationship have improved!
My father and brother always quarreled and I was extremely tired of it.
However, no matter how they quarreled, they try to make up with each other.

33 years old woman livedin Fukuoka

2. Good sleep and sound sleep
Case.7

I could able to fall asleep easily, since put it on my bed side.
I used to blight plants, but now, they are growing well.
I can fall into a restful sleep.

24 years old woman lived in Tottori
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Case.8

I was able to have a nice long sleep.

25 years old woman lived in Niigata

Case.6

3. Improvement of bad condition!
Case.9 My father has pain in knee, and hard to walk. I put TOURMALINGO next to his pillow, and
2days later, he can able to walk little without using a stick. I put Red one, Green one Yellow
one at all four points of the compass. Then, it has been changing a lot. For instance, gaining
financially.

36 years old woman lived in Kanagawa

4. Surprised! I have experienced the wave!

Case.10 I got TOURMALINGO with suspicion. I tried to move it closer to cigarettes. Then, I smoked,
they tasted so mild! I encouraged my friends to buy it!

Anonymous

5. Increase concentration! ! Increase grades! !
Case.11 I put "NAGOMI series" on my desk, and I was able to concentrate on study a lot! I am very
happy becauseTOURMALINGO look pretty, and I got an effect as soon as bought it.
Case.12 Since I have started living with TOURMALINGO, I have become more efficient at work.
I have used it for many years. Thank you.
Case.13 My friend has getting good grade on tests, so I asked him, and I knew he is using
TOURMALINGO. A few days later, I got TOURMALINGO. I got a hundred on a test! Finally, I got
four hundred in total! Big thanks of TOURMALINGO!

15 years old woman lived in Saitama

40 years old man, lived in Gifu

Woman, lived in Shizuoka

6. Deodorizing effect & change of air
Case.14 Since I put TOURMALING in my room, air in the room refreshed! I am very comfortable with it.
Case.15 I always use one TOURMALINGO in the room, one in the closet and one in the bookshelf.
It works much better than other deodorants. Also, it is perfect for rest rooms.
Case.16 The disgusting smell of the rest rooms disappeared. My family is surprised. I have been using
them for 10 years,There is a tremendous difference if there is not.
Case.17 I can relax with the odor of the mold in the room.

Woman, lived in Aichi
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7. Luck is also going up!
Case.18 I won the lottery two times!
Case.19 Golden luck has improved and we have won the game in pachinko!
Case.20 I bought it at a bookstore. Then, I bought the lottery there, it won!
That friend bought it immediately, and now he have winning the game in pachinko continuously.
Case.21 I placed an orangeTOURMALINGO on the jumbo lottery, I got ten thousand yen!
It seems that luck became better by grace of TOURMALINGO!
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